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Suitable for use on 'h hour and i hour

timber based fire doors when in

con.junction with a fire tested lock or latch.

FD3016l]

Care instructions
Brass finishes: this fitting has been coated with lacquer. The use of metal
polishes or abrasive cleaners will damage or discolour the surface. Regular

dusting with a soft cloth, washing with warm water and a regular coating of
wax polish will help keep the handle in good condition.
NOTE- ln certain atmospheric conditions the lacquer finish may break down
over time. The remaining traces of lacquer can be removed by the application

of a paint stripper. ln this case any future cleaning should be carried out by

using a metal polish.

Satin chromeipolished chrome finishes: A regular application of any chrorne

cleaning agent will help keep the handle in good condition.

WARNINGS:
The screws enclosed with this product are brass and are liable to shear off
if any sort of power tool is used t0 secure the door furniture with excessive

pressure. When fixing onto
doors, especially solid

wood doors, it is

advisable to drill a

pilot hole first.

T
Mortice knob sets
Fitting instructions
l. Push the spindle bar into the square hole at the

back of the handle.

2. Place handle onto door with the bar

inserted through the square hole in the door lock/latch. Ensure handle is level and

mark screw hole positions with a bradawl or an equally suitable tool, then remove

hanCle.

3. Drill pilot holes to enable screw fixing.

4. Re-align handle and spindle to the door. Measure the length of the bar that
protudes through opposite side of the door. This needs to be no more than 30mm

and no less than 20mm. lf mpre than 30mm, than trim bar back using a hacksaw

to acheive required length.

5. Second handle, repeat steps 1-3.

6. Fix both handles onto door

using the wood screws
provided making sure

both handles are level

and do not cause

the door latch to
stick.
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Product guarantee
This product is guaranteed against manufacturing defects for a period of 10 years. ()ur guarantee does not cover the product where a fault occurs due

to misuse, abuse, use in contravention of the instructions, or where the product has been the subject of unauthorised modifications or alterations, or

has been the sublect of commercial use. ln the event of a problem occurring with the product within the guaranlee period please return it to the store
of purchase. Your statutory rights remain unaffected


